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List of dated 22.04.14

Following Books Published by Theosophical publishing house, adyar library, Madras:

1. Wisdom of Patanjali-s Yoga sutras:" by Ravindra ,Ravi

2. Viveka- Cudamani by Chatterji,Mohini,M. ISBN: 81-7059-252-6 Vivekachudamani literally means 'crest jewel of wisdom'. It is an important original work of Sri Sankaracharya, one of the greatest sages of Ancient India. Endowed with lofty and sharp intellect, he wrote many incisive commentaries on great standard works of Hindu philosophy. But they are beyond the reach of those who have not attained a high proficiency in Sanskrit and other collateral philosophical disciplines. Here in Vivekachudamani he distils the quintessence of what he taught, that is, the non-dual Vedanta or Advaita Vedanta in easy Sanskrit verses whose sublimity of content is matched only by their lyrical beauty. Each verse is presented here with a free-running English translation.Weight: 290 gms  Rs- 480/-


The Adyar Library Bulletin BRAHMAVIDYA::following books:


Contents: Dr. V.Raghavan Biographical note, Masatoshi Nagatomi: Arthakriya, Sengaku Mayeda, on the author of the Mandukyopanisad & the Gaudapadiyabhasya, J.Gonda: The Anustubh Stanzas of the Rgveda, Yutaka Ojihara: Sur !Enonce Panineen Astrivisata , Robert Lawson Slator: Modern Comparative Studies of Religion and the Hindu Tradition,


Joharapurkar, The Baghvela-s, Klaus Fischer: Flat Geilings & Radial Vaults in Jaina temples: Images of Heaven, V. Raghava: jaina works and Indian culture; some jottings

Some gems of sayings of Jaina Saints and Mystics, Ludwik Sternbach: on the Jaina Katharatnakara of Hemavijaya, Umakant P. Shah: The Jaina Monk Kalakacarya: A Historical Figure, , Vidyut Aklujkar: Sabdabrahmollasa of Udayaprabha, with other articles of Jainism... pp 248, vii, with 17 figures, tables, Rs. 750/-

